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Snooky Pryor – All My Money Gone (2018)

  

    01. Ain’t That Just Like A Woman (4:04)  02. All My Money Gone (3:58)  03. Homesick And
Snooky’s Boogie (3:41)  04. I’m Gonna Call Up My Baby (4:17)  05. Boogie Twist (4:57)  06.
Blue Bird Blues (5:15)  07. Break It Up, Baby (3:40)  08. After You There Won’t Be Nobody Else
(4:28)  09. Look What You Doin’ To Me (3:11)  10. Big Road Blues (4:19)  11. Snooky’s Off The
Wall Blues (6:23)  12. Keep Your Arms Around Me (3:07)  13. Trouble In Mind (3:46)  14. Work
With Me Annie (3:10)    

 

  

Snooky Pryor created the amplified down home sound of post-war Chicago Blues. His singin´
and harp playing was influenced by John Lee Williamson (Sonny Boy I.) He recorded in the 50´s
on the Labels J.O.B., Parrot & Vee Jay Records.In the 70´s and 80´s he toured again frequently
and also recorded great CD´s (mostly on Electo-Fi Records and Blind Pig). In the 70´s he
recorded the Wolf-CD “Sad and Lonesome” with Homesick James and also toured Austria. This
CD is a mix of unreleased live and studio recordings!!!

  

Special guest is Homesick James, who is also singing two songs!! This CD is Blues history !
---wolfrec.com

  

 

  

All My Money Gone is the latest addition to the late Snooky Pryor’s catalog. Released by Wolf
Records, this album features previously unreleased studio and live material that was recorded
in Austria in October 1979. Also included are unreleased songs that Snooky recorded at other
sessions such as “Work With Me, Annie,” “Boogie Twist,” “Blue Bird Blues,” and “Telephone
Blues”—titled “I’m Gonna Call Up My Baby” on this compilation. In short, this album contains
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tracks that will be familiar to Snooky fans, but all of the sessions and live performances
themselves will be new to the listener.

  

Although Snooky Pryor does not always get the same level of notoriety as fellow Chicago
harmonica great Little Walter, he was one of the first harp players to utilize the amplified
harmonica sound. In fact, Pryor claimed to have been the one who pioneered this style. A little
less than a decade younger than other Mississippi-born Chicago bluesmen such as Muddy
Waters and Howlin’ Wolf, Snooky is one of the quintessential Chicago blues musicians even if
his legacy tends to fly under the radar.

  

Though the name Snooky Pryor implies harmonica, Snooky is a strong vocalist too, and the
tunes on this recording stand as evidence of this. There are different combinations of
instrumentation represented on this album. “I’m Gonna Call Up My Baby” conveys the spartan
feel present throughout, with Snooky joined solely by the electric guitar of Homesick James,
who at times merely walks the bassline. Eight of the fourteen tracks feature this pairing of
bluesmen, while “Trouble In Mind” features Snooky all by himself on vocals and harmonica. The
duo of Snooky Pryor and Homesick James lends itself well to studying previously recorded
tracks such as “Work With Me, Annie” in a more stripped-down fashion. Another great duo track
is the instrumental “Snooky’s Off The Wall Blues,” which stands out as an example of excellent
Chicago nightclub background music.

  

The title track “All My Money Gone” is a live cut on which Snooky and Homesick James are
joined by another guitarist and a drummer. This is arguably the most noticeable track on the
album since it’s the only song featuring a drummer, but this is by no means a jab at the other
songs. If anything, comparing the other tracks to “All My Money Gone” with its fuller
instrumentation, only proves that Snooky was able to sound powerful in any setting. As a
testament to the quality of the musicianship on this record, “All My Money Gone” and the other
live tracks, which comprise the majority of this release, sound excellent from both production
and individual performance standpoints.

  

The album cover proclaims Snooky Pryor to be the “Pioneer of the Postwar Chicago Blues Harp
Sound,” and this is a magnificent harmonica album, but there is more to this recording than
merely harmonica. This album is Chicago Blues! It is also worth mentioning that the playing of
Homesick James commands the attention of any aspiring guitar player who wishes to learn the
art of being a sideman. All My Money Gone is obviously required listening for any Snooky Pryor
fan, but anyone who loves Chicago Blues—or even one wanting to capture the excitement of
experiencing electric blues in a bar late at night—should give All My Money Gone a test drive.
There will not be any disappointment. ---Joel Roberts, blackgrooves.org
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download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex mediafire ulozto gett bayfiles
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